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Why go to higher dimensions?



Why higher dimension?

"Universal Force acting on 
all masses"



Why higher dimension?

"Gravitation is curvature of 
space-time caused by 
energy-momentum.



Why higher dimension?

"No...  see there are actually 
10 dimensions and 6 of 
them are very small 
and  also... no wait... there 
are actually 11 dimensions"



Why higher dimension?

●Superstring/M - theory
●Brane-world scenario - universe is a 4-brane 

embedded in a higher dimensional bulk
●Modification to Newton's law at sub-millimeter 

distances



Why should black holes change with 
dimension?
●Difference in gravity and centrifugal forces in 1+n 

dimensions

●More rotational freedom



Q or a in 1+4D



Generalizing solutions....

●Divide the gravitational and electromagnetic 
"potential" terms by r

●Add another dimension

●Metric component



Generalizing solutions....

●Tangherlini solution = Reissner-Nordstrom 
solution
○ F. R. Tangherlini, Nuovo Cimento 77, 636 (1963)

●Myers-Perry solution = Kerr solution
○ R. C. Myers and M. J. Perry, Ann. Phys.(N.Y.) 172, 304 

(1986)
●?? = Kerr-Newman solution

○ Doesn't work!!!!!

Can't a spinning black hole in 1+4 D have electric 
charge??



Q and a ...



●Einstein equation

●Maxwell equation

Equations



Solution: Metric



Solution: EM potential & field



Solution: Its alive... its alive!!!!

Solves the Einstein equation

( in some strange system of units but that's OK...)



The "catch in the current"



The Current

● The current evaluates to...

●So the solution is not really a "solution"!!!





●The solution actually holds in the context of 
"minimal gauged supergravity", with a Chern-
Simon term

○ Z-W. Chong , M. Cvetic, H. Lu and C. N. Pope, Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 95, 161301 (2005)

○ H. Ahmedov, A. N. Aliev arXiv:0805.1594v1 [hep-th]

Supergravity to the rescue

Is supergravity or superstrings necessary to charge a 
spinning BH?



http://xkcd.com/171/



Properties of the Black Hole



Singularities

●Coordinate singularity

●Curvature singularity



Static and stationary limits

●Velocity of any object is

●For time-like or null trajectory



Static and stationary limits

●For static observer 

●Thus static limit is



Static and stationary limits

● stationary limit for 

● stationary limit for 



Static and stationary limits



Static and stationary limits



Static and stationary limits



Static and stationary limits



CTCs



Conclusion

●The presented solution solves Einstein-Maxwell 
equation with a Chern-Simon term.

●The space-time posses a curvature singularity 
surrounded by an event horizon.

●The static limit has novel features not seen when 
Q=0.

●CTCs occur outside the singularity but within the 
horizon.



Further Questions

●What is the charged spinning black hole for usual 
Einstein-Maxwell theory?

●What is the role of supersymmetry in black hole 
physics?

●Do higher dimensions and/or supersymmetry 
exist?
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Q & A



Thank You


